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These are older drawings that should have made it into the previously published “T’ai 
Chi Ch’uan Notes” volume.
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There is only one opportunity because all time is united in one continuous moment. 

Inside circle palms - outward pressure (small) to maintain central stability within one of the 
inside circles while stepping.

My educational background gave me a mediocum of cognitive and writing skills, and so I 
speak and write. But for me, it has always been about the dance.

Every time you begin you have to recreate it until it is a state of continuous creation.  When you 
train enough, the beginning is always somewhat disconnected, and as you go along and your 
themes fall away - something just happens and the pumping begins, and everything moves in 
a counter-rhythmic synchronicity; and if you cling to it - it’s gone.

There is a tendency to compress and lock the 4 corners (hip and shoulder joints) at the expression 
of the yang phase of a movement, when they should be opened and freely counter rotating in 
harmony with the soles of the feet and the palms of the hands (4 counter related bubbling 
wells).

unification through differentiation

Asymmetrical symmetry.

Allow yourself to be lifted up from the bottom of your feet.

Spirit leap  – gravitational inversion. (this one and the one before it go together – somewhat).

Front for back; back for front

Be led into the spaces that movement creates.

Still suspention. Suspend your intention and stay with the anchor as pivot point and allow the 
movement to fulfill itself around that.

The active outbreath begins after the yin hand has found its stillness.
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The release of a posture (inbreath) is upward (in nature, not as act), and the weight begins to 
shift of itself; and when it passes the median, the outbreath begins around the inbreath and the 
compression descends to the yin foot (energetically).

becoming yang foot upward (inbreath)
becoming yin foot downward (outbreath)
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stay with the yin foot

grounded in heaven

ecstasy

inside outside - same 
encompasing oneself 
encompassed by space 
and radiating with all

Am
I am the still point 

the extremity and beyond;  
present 

and gone
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Center equilibrium is not static. It is present in all aspects of movement.

Be still and be moved by the surrounding forces, and enter the danse.

Spine - body core counter-spin.

Stepping and stances; ocupying spaces - encompasing spaces.

The ancestors are behind; let the ripple move through you.
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When the external movement stops, there is no end; and the presence of the surrounding stream 
will not be broken.

look the other way to see
“all all from the thinking to do”

“all all from the back to do”
quotes from Mr. Lee

Still and unending
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Mind intent without intention (which causes tention).

Both elliptical and circular at the same time.

Projection is an abandonment of self.

The release of the palms of the hands innitiates ther weight shift. The yang expression comes 
after the weight has shifted and the foot dispositions have established themselves.

One cannot have anything that one has not given up.

First one learns the correct exterior. This creats the possibility to establish and align the interior, 
and this allows the dynamic interrelation of fluid and balanced still-motion.

Ride the weightless moment at the apex of movement, and swirl around the still, vacuous core.

When the palms are released, the knee of the yin leg bends, and this continues past the middle., 
Tthe other knee straightens in its directional angle. This allows a rounded diagonal tangent for 
the relaxed expression of the yang manifestation.
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The seat of the mind resides in the brain stem (linked with the spine) and radi-
ates inward and outward in all directions - pulsating with spherical space.The 
air is everywhere, and pulsation creats breath.
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book ending
It is a relief and a joy and an emptyness and a death 
and a rebirth if I go back to the beginning. Gratitude.

The movement moves away from itself  

it’s at its best when it isn’t

hydrolic: in to out - out to in

Neutralise the mind.

This is very good Alan. The emational releases are very important because one transforms the 
things that bind us. The standing stance is not tilted, but once you separate yin and yang it is all 
tilt, but you don’t DO it. You are standing on a spherical planet, and it conforms to the roundness.
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Encompassing and being encompassed by the all. We do things within the nature that does us 
as part of everything else; that just is.

The porthole to heaven and earth.

The expression of the yang does not manifest until the weight shift is complete, and the 
yin hand is stable. The yang expression reverberates internally from the arches of the feet 
vertically throughout the body to manifest the yang palm. Then continue the released yang 
through the transition to the windup without collapsing to transform to the next move-
ment. Movement becomes a pulsation. It is difficult to explain and continues to be elusive.

The mind is still and goes from dot to dot.

The secret is in the windup, you have to go back to get it.

pulsation, elasticity and duration of presence 
thoughout

The impulse shimmies up the spine, it’s section bones counter rotate, and out the point at the 
top of the head, and circles around the space outside the outside circle and comes under the 
feet.

The interacting spheres are multiplying.

It is so difficult to do well because it is so simple.

At the heart of stillness, the circular undertow releases the wave.

elbows - knees
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wolf vision, April 9, 2018
I was sitting at the kitvhen table and then I was in Wolfville sitting on the stairs to the enter-
ance at Kimberly’s House. There was a mother wolf on the sidewalk with her young wolf. The 
young wolf walked toward me and we looked into each others eyes with love. I was suddenly 
on the street in Montreal walking the young wolf on a leach. He was dancing all around.

 
because the story always circles into the 
future, and is not only added to the past

From a dream; July 14, 2018
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coming back and going to 

in counter-rotating 
spinning-stillness


